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r-uesselsheim, germany the
opel supervisory board today

named dr. karl-thomas
neumann chairman of the

management board of adam
opel ag, effective march 1. in

addition, general motors
appointed dr. neumann

president of gm europe and gm
vice president. he will become a

member of gm's executive
committee and is expected to
play a key role in the global

leadership of gm. gm is making
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solid progress and has good
momentum. our customer

focus, the new cars, trucks and
crossovers we launched in
china and north america,

technologies like onstar with
4glte and the revitalization
underway at opel helped us
achieve another record year,

despite very challenging market
conditions in different parts of
the world, said gm ceo mary

barra. the opel brand has been
the german automaker's most
successful brand in china. opel
has recently positioned itself as
an innovative market partner

and advanced strategic mobility
partner to consumers and

mobility companies in china.
the company's market growth

in china is an important success
factor for the overall strategy of

gm. the company also
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announced that opel has
launched a brand new customer

experience centre in beijing,
one of its largest production
sites with a total area of 2.5
million square metres. the

centre, which is located in the
zhujiang hi-tech city next to the
beijing airport, was completed
in late 2017. opel's entry into
the chinese car market has

been confirmed by the chinese
government and is well on

track. according to independent
survey data reported by the
central commission for the
discipline inspection of the

communist party, china's state
intellectual property office
(sipo) and the ministry of

commerce, the share of opel in
china's car market is expected
to grow from 4.9% in 2016 to
7.0% in 2020. the number of
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opel vehicles on the road is set
to reach more than 600,000 in
2020, compared to 400,000 in

2016.
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need of a license, crack or

keygen. download the
activation key below. before

using it, please check that you
have a valid license. this
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using the license key, try to
change it or choose another

region. check out our website
for more information about

globaltis activation. if you have
any questions or suggestions,
feel free to leave a comment.
more programs and more data
at www.globaltis.info! q8: im
trying to download the tis key

number and it says i have to be
logged in as a dealer. please
help me. ive tried to log in as

my dealer id and it wont accept
it. theres no option to reset it.
please help q9: i have a 1998

zephyr. i have a code available
for the global diagnostic

interface(gdi) and it came with
the car. i registered it with the
code but it wont download. it

hangs on registration. what do i
do? welcome to the custom

global tis firmware - v25-27. the
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firmware is free of charge for all
active y and opel customers!

easy navigation, easy updates
and free of charge. the

firmware is for all active y and
opel customers. the firmware is
for both old and new vehicles.
you should have all required

parts installed on the opel/vaux
hall/opelmadibus/opelbargenote

! the firmware allows you to
update the ecu to the latest
firmware version by using a

computer. your opel/vauxhall/o
pelmadibus/opelbargenote vci
or vxi is not supported - only

the new opel/vauxhall global tis
is supported. 5ec8ef588b
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